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Abstract

A variety of peer-related strategies to improve the social functioning of
children with leaming disabilities have been developed and empirically tested.

Peer-mediated interventions t,vpically involve the use of socially competent

peers to model and reinforce appropriate social behavior. Promoting peer

effort is an important component of such interventions and cqn b,e

accomplished by altering peer expectations regarding their classmates with

learning disabilities. The study used a single-subject design with multiple

baseline across subiect models. Five (5) children with mild learning

disabilities as a target child and live (5) trained peer mediator to apply PMI in

the lessons Indonesian (repeated reading). The results show"ed that PMI was

effective for improving the listening, following directions, discussion, and

asking qLrestions skills for the children w'ith learning disabilities respectively

are the TS's average baseline u'as 4.73 increased to 9.33; the KY's average

baseline rvas 4,07 increased to 9.05: the HL's average haseline was 3,88

increased to 8.12; the RA's average baseline was 3,36 increased to 7,81; and

the KA's average baseline was 3.14 KA increased to 7.5-

Keywords: Peer-mediated inten,ention. children with learning disabilities,

inclusive elementar\ schools.

INTRODUCTION

I-laving a good social competence is the basic for a healthy and lead a normal life

(Roberrson. et al- 2003; IVliller. et al.2005). Inadequate social skills will lead to (1)

increase in behavioral problems caused by a lack of social interaction skills, (2)

increased likelihood of maladaptive behavior later in life. and (3) reducing the positive

supporr of learning opportunities to build peer relationships harmonious (Meadan &

lvlonda-Amava. 2008). Children with learning disabilities problematic social

interacrions due to their lailure to replicate and uncierstand the social situation

surrounding rhe acrivit,v entering pla,v together. and they are dilflcult to interpret social

initiations macic b;- other children (Klavina & Block- 2008)'

Social skills consist of'the abilitl to relate to. others r,r'ith strong reciprocity. and

the abilitl,to aclapt to social beharior in difi'ercnt situatiotrs (Greshzun. et aI.2004).

Ciresharn. et all (2004) suggestccl thar children ieltmitrg disabilities do not expcrience a



total fairure in reciprocal sociar relations, the social interaction skills they need to be

improved. Experls urgr. that the problem of social interaction stretcher occurs because

in the process of social learning in which skills have been learned and acquired applied

in different contexts. Other experts also confirmed that when children are leaming

disabilities want the social interaction, the skills required for such interaction is lost

(Fenty, et aI.2008). Previous studies by Lovaas (1993), using the principles of behavior

Skinner (1953), shows that the behavior of children with autism can be modified if the

environnrent iS Setup in such a way to fbrm and reinforce certain behaviors' Lovaas

proving that autistic children can be taught to face others' making eye contact' and

respond to othcrs. Armed '"vith the success required teach social skills' then the actual

social skills in children with learning disabilities can also be taught and trained

(Kennedy & Shukla, 1995). At first, the approach is done by adults in mediating the

reaching of social skills (Rogers- 2000) which is an approach that involves the teacher to

manipulate the environment by using social reinforcement of appropriate social

behavior in children-child with special neecls (Kennedy & Shukla- 1995). However'

there is also criticism of-the approach to social skiils mediated by adults (teachers)-

namely the existence of a disregard for the child's social interactions in the natural

environment and social skills are taught is the desire of adults not run in the absence of

children playing with their peers (Rogers, 2000)'

The strategy is eventually transformed into a strategy that involves peers' which

uses peer (normal children) to teach social skills by interacting directly with children

learning disabilities. The ability of social peer can be used as a model for children and

can also strengthen the social behavior (Harris. et al- 2009)' This is consistent with the

notion of social learning theory to learn that a behavior was modeled and reinforced

(Bandura. 1977)'

Based on that idea. inclusive education for children with learning disabilities and

children with special eduction needs has become a necessity (Kamps- Barbetta'

Leonard, & Delquad ri. 1994; Kohler, Strain. Hoyson, & Jamieson' 1997)' Although the

opportunity to replicate and interact with peers there, but the quality of,their interaction

is less well developed. For example, Harris, et al (2009) in a study of children with

special needs in integrated classes showed that there was no significant increase social

interaction behaviors of children with special education needs-

There are several reasons why children with leaming disabilities in inclusive

schools are less able to model the social behavior of their peers. Bandura (1977) stated

that the failure to match the behavior of the model in the following aspects: not observe

relevant activities. coding of events are modeled quite right. failed to retain rvhat they

have leamed- the inability to physically display. or have inadequate incentiVes'

Although Bandura (1977) states that modeling as a lbrm of lezrrning' leanrins thal

he thinks it w'ill not happen if the model is learned perceived inaccurate' He arg.cs that

the personal and environmental lactors are interreiated' resulting in nlrttull intcraction

constant between the person and situation. Children rvith leaming disabilitics r'vho

inclusive schools. rvill have problems if tfie modeling peers u'ithout specitic
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retardation, and other disorclers syndrome). The studellts grade VC nttnlbering 36

people, 15 men and21 women. Based on the school documentation of the 36th students

have the intelligence level of the average (norrnal). All 36 students were charged

IICLD, ancl obtained the sub.iect of as many as 5 people. Peer mediators (PM) is a

normal children classmates, rvith the following criteria: (l ) has the ability to mediate

learning to peers based Peer Mediator Identification Instrument (PMII): and (2) obtain

the besr nominations through sosiometric (Harris- et al- 2009). PMII analysis results

obtained by eight (8) children, three (3) children should be aborted due to lack of

interest in helping children with learning disabilities'

Teachers Purticipant dan Reseorch Setting

Teachers involved in this research that classroom teachers and special teacher. The

role of the classroom teacher are: (l) together with the authors determine peer mediator.

(2) consider the interest of the peer mediator. (3) joint author of charged social skills

prepare lelson pl3ns, (4) facilitate the lmn_l_emenlatiol 
ol PMI through p.:1 mediator.

Special teicher roie is to help the authors to identification and assessment children w'ith

learning disabilities, as well as being an observer in the data collection. This research

was conducted in the class VC SDN 03 Alai Padang, by applying PMI in learning

Indonesian, for 3 days a week. The focus of research on five pairs of children (children

w'ith leaming disabilities and peer mediator selected)-

Torget Behaviors, Handbook of Treatment ond Measurement

The target behavior is the social skills to classroom survival skills. among others:

(l) hearing, (2) lollow the order, (3) discussion. and (4) asking questions. The guide

book treatments and materials prepared by the authors and validated by experts" w'hich

consists of 4 parts. Section I introduction, section II application procedure through

rereading PMI, PMI monitoring part III, and part IV of social skills teaching materials.

Measurement of the target behavior using the Rubric of Frequency Data Recording

Social Skills (RFDRSS). filled out by the authors. classroom teachers and special

teacher during the baseline, intervention and maintenance phase. Scale of Social Skills

and Self Report, completed by classroom teacher and special teacher at the end of
intervention. While self-reports completed by children r,rith learning disabilities and

peer mediator.

Experimentol Designs

Experimental design using single strbject designs rnodels of multiple baseline

designs across sub.iects design with A-B-A'(Barlorv & Hersen. 1984. Creswell- 2012).

Phase A is baseline (before treatment). Phase B is the inten'ention r'vith the peer-

mediated intervention. and A' is the maintenance.

ilR



interventions to improve socialization. In addition. several str"idies have found that

without specific intervention. the child's social behavior are not well developed because

children do not have the concept and the pattern olsocially desirable behavior.

In a meta-analysis of social skills in children rvith learning disabilities- Kavale &

Forness (1996) lbund approximatelr-- 75o/o of children with learning disabilities gain

rating lor,r,er than children rvho has not learning disabilities. In the classroom. children

i.vith learning disabiliries also lack social skills so that they are often ignored and even

rejected by his friends normal. The lack oi social behavior towards ieachers and peers

r,vill affect children's achievement both academic and social (Roberlson. et al. 2003-).

Social skills appropriate behavior towards teachers and peers will lhcilrtate

academic engagement (such as following orders, listening to the teacher, and so on): not

interlere with the authority of the teacher (such as slumber, disruptive in class). One

form of social skills and interpersonal skills to develop friendships (such as helping a

tiiend- answering questions. and discussion skills) (Miller" et aI,2005; Nowicki, 2003).

Based on the assessment results in inclusive elementary schools in Padang found

five things that form the basis of this study. First; the use of learning strategies that

locus on the teacher (teacher-oriented), the predominant use of lectures and

assignments. as well as a lack of understanding of how to leam children with learning

disabilities. resulting in teachers tend to let the difficulties of the students in the class.

Secontl. these conditions resulted in the potential of children so that the less developed

academically ancl socialiy problematic. Third. the social problems they face aflect

academic- so it requires a learning strategy that helps the duties and responsibilities of

the classroom teacher. Fourth. the main problem they are experiencing is related to

social skills. Finally. there has been no involvement of peers in teaching children with

learnilg disabilities in the development of the learning process.

One way to teach social skills is the peer-mediated intervention (PMI), which is a

teaching strategy in r.vhich the peer teaching social skills to peers that children with

leaming disabilities. PMI cor.rsists of three types- namely. peer proximity. peer

prompting and reinflorcement. and peer social initiation. Peer Proximity done with the

closeness betrveen children u,'ith learning disabilities a peer mediator. Peer prompting

and reinforcement is done b1, teaching them ho',v to initiate social interaction (Harris et

al. 2009). Deparring liom these problems. the authors propose the formulation of the

problem: "What is the ef-fective application of the PMI to improve social skills in

children with learning disabilities in inclusive elementary school?"

METHOD

Subjects (Children with Leurning Disabilities und Peer Mediotors)

I-he research srrbjecr is clcrerntineci b),' (i) the Instrument of Identification

Children rvitl"r l-eanring Disabiliries (l1C]LD) adopted fiom Westwood. (2004) and

Wong (2004). (2) dil|culr lo cornplcte the tasks of academic and social behavior. (j) is

not inrpaired corrgrbidiries (such as r,isual inrpairment. hearing irnpairnlent. nlental



RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

PMI Effectiveness of Peer-Mediated Intervention of Children rvith Learning

Disabilities Social Skills
Visual analysis graphic of data improving listening skills are presented in figure I

belorv. Graph 1 shows the change in the HL lrequency of hearing skills tend to be stable

at a lorv baseline phase. Once applied PMI. there is a significant increase. as rvell as the

maintenance phase. Estimated tendencv toward increased intervention phasc. Subject

KA- listening skills tend to be stable at a lou' baseline phase. Concentration KA listen

RY big enough lor KA prefer recited rather than read it myself. Once applied PMI. rose

sharply. Estimated tendency toward the intervention and maintenance phases increases-

Listening skills and asking for help TS at low baseline phase, after application of the

PMI rose sharply and remained elevated in the maintenance phase. Estimated tendency

toward increased intervention phase. Listening skills and asking for help RA at baseline

tended to stabilize the low phase. Once applied PMI. rose sharply and dropped back to

the maintenance phase. Listening skills and asking for help KY on low tend to be stable

baseline phase. Once applied PMI increases and decreases in the maintenance phase.

Estimated tendency toward the intervention and maintenance phases tend to increase.

Based on the analysis of the visual graphic of data in graph I can conclude that the

effective application of the PMI to improve listening skills on the subject HL, RA. TS,

KA and KY.
Vispal graphic of analysis data irnproving of lollowing the orders skills

improvement are presented in graph 2 belo"v. Skills of HL follorving the orders in the

baseline phase tends to be low. Once applied PMI. there is increased until the

maintenance phase. The rate of change of data alter application of ihe PMI improved.

Subject of KA. there is an increased skills to following the orders after application of

PMI. This increase lasted until the maintenance phase. On the subject TS, the increase is

ver1, sharp skills of following the orders. but decreased in the maintenance phase.

Estimated tendency toward the intervention and maintenance phases tend to increase-

Phase baseline in subjects with RA also tends to be low. Once applied PMI. experienced

a sharp increase and decrease in maintenance phase, Estimated tendency torvard the

inten,ention phase increased and decreased maintenance phase. Although KY less likely

to asking for help and the help of friends- bLrt KY faster appreciate any assistance gir''en

by the MFN learn quickly asking thar"rk vou. In the baseline phase thanked skills and

lollo'"^,,orders KY tends to be low. Once applied PMI, rose sharply even increasing the

maintenance phase. Based on anall sis of the graph 2 can be concluded that the

application of PMI effective to improre lollor.ving the orders skills on the sLrbject IIL-

KA. l-S. RA. and KY.
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Graph 3 shows the HL's discussion skills at lor,v stable baseline phase. There is an

increasecl aI'ter application of PMI. Estinrates increased tendency tor.l'ard intervention

phase. Skills applied discuss TS after P\41 has increased and remairts constant for the

maintenance phase. Estimated tendency' touard the intervention phase irtcreases- and

decreases the maintenance phase. Estimated tendency toward the intervention and

maintenance phases increases. Skills discLrssing RA in the baseline phase tends to

stabilize low and after application of PMI. increased and decreased again in the

maintenance phase. Estimated tendencv ror'"ard the intervention phase increases' and

decreases the ntaintenance phase. So is the subject of KY, discussion skills tend to be

stable ar a low baseline phase. Once applied the PMl. increased and decreased in the

maintenance phase. Estimated tendenc.v tou'ard the intervention phase increased and

decreased maintenance phase. Based on the analysis of the graph 3 it can be concluded

rhat the application of PMI is effective to improve discussion skills on the subject HL,

RA. TS, KA and KY.
Graph 4 shows the asking questions skills during the baseline phase of HL in 4

sessions tend to be low. Once applied PMI. rose and remained elevated in the

maintenance phase. Estimated tendency tor.vard the intervention and maintenance phases

increases. On the subject of trains. the skills to ask questions on the baseline phase tends

to be low. Once applied PMI. rose to the maintenance phase. in subjects with RA.

asking questions on the skills tend to be stable baseline phase low that directly applied

the pMI. There is an increased skills to ask questions during the intervention phase, but

decreased in the maintenance phase. Skills asking questions KY on low'stable baseline

phase that directly applied the PMI. There is an increased during the intervention phase

and decreased in the maintenance phase. Rased on the analysis of the graph 4 it can be

concluded that the application of PMI is eflective to intprove asking questions skills on

the subject HL. RA, TS, KA and KY-

The successful implementation of inclusive schools requires good collaboration

berween the various components. including teachers and children (Rudiyati. 2013).

Good interaction is the key to successful social integration of children in inclusive

schools (Cook &. Cameron. ?010). The social skills of the children r"'ith learning

clisabilities before PMI applied by peer mediator are lorv category. HL. in the learning

process a lot more silent. less express an idea. so it is often scolded by the teacher for

not answering when asked. and if asked to ask HL silent. IilL often mocked classmates.

and resigned to the condition. The presence of the author in the classroom. gives a new

insight for HL. Unlike the case with the subject of trains. he is more open. less sk:lled in

listening to rhe conversations. difficullv concentrating. passive in class discussions. KA

class teacher scolcled more often than III-- as they'ofien do not pa1'attention rvhen the

teacher explains the lesson. like excr-rse me out of the classroom, which makes teachers

become bored. so the behayior of llL and KA lcll alone. Subject 
-fS- 

have properties

moodv- sontetimes he is ven, jolly' in the classroont. sometimes silent- is not krotvtl

what causes it. TS is more open than ilt- and KA- in the classroom he r'vas chilpy'- only

the teacher's attention should be directecl ro him. fS is oltcn less than polite to both the

t2)
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teacher and the classntates. His behavior is rude, bossy. so classmates are less liked'

Teachers overwhelmecl bv the desire TS- the teacher finally let the selfish behavior.

Subjects with RA and KY have almost the same propefties. namely mischievoLrs to a

friend. Like it aside by a friend- a teacher often scolded by works nosy"

These findings relared ro rhe study Amtzen & Halstadtro (2003) that the ne-s,ative

behavior in interacting w.ith peer rvill make the interaction process as an activity that

saturate for others. Cook & Cameron (2010) states in the inclusive classrootl]- children

in accordance with their social enr"ironment is getting positive reception'
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Listening skills in five sub.iects atier application of the PMI increased

significantly. Subject TS. characteristics like interrLrpts and answers before qLlestiolls

have been completed given. So is the case r.vith RA. although peer mediators have been

w.arned many times but nosy attitude difficult to remove. Attitude nosy RA will be

reduced each peer mediators provide re*,ards and reinforcements. Harris. et al (2009)

that in inclusive schools. reu,ard and reinlorcentent b1'peers strongly suppcrts academic

and social success of children r,l'ith special needs. as well as provide a special

experience for the cl-rildren in learning.

Subjects TS in discussion and asking questions skills improved more than the

other four subjects. Initially'- five subjects rvere less active asking questions and

discussion skills. after gradually peer mediators do peer proximity (by physical

proximity. language- and interests)" KY and TS subjects showed liveliness. While KA,

RA- and HL actively discussing if the peer mediators do peer proximity followed by

peer pro{npting and reinforcement (as an example of how to ask, how to answer

politely. along with the positive reinforcement). This finding is supported by Morrison,

et al. (2001) that the child's success in stafiing a social skills will improve if given the

support and reinforcement from peers. Skills lollowing orders in this study more

significant increase in TS. HL. and KY. This finding is related to the ability of the three

subjects is moreprominent in some of the basic concepts required to followorders, such

as the number. sequence (order). section. size. social emotional circumstances,

characteristics- texture- time. spatial relationships and position (Norvicki, 2003 ).
Helping friends skills at the most elevated in KY and FIL. While the skills to making a

correction lor the en'or itself more increased in KA. TS and KY. If the child is

accustomed to correcting its own error learning- the critical thinking skills of children

u,ill increase as r.vell (Westrvood. 2004, Shepherd. 2010). Skills most increases are

asking questions- and the least increase was asking for help. The highest level of
achievement of skills to asking questions. discr-rssion. helping friends. and making the

correction of the error itself is l-S. but 
-l'S is also the lowest in the achievement of the

following the orders skills.

These finclings suggesr that the type of PIVII is ofien used peer mediators are peer

prozimity and peer prompting ancl reinlorcement. The principle of proximity, not only

physically. but the closeness of language and interest can improve rappon betw'een peer

mediators and children u,,ith learning disabilities. They feel uncomfortable because of
his want ro approach him. If children f-eel cornfortable learning disabiiities- then

established a relationship of ntutual enrpathr'. rihich rvill facilitate the peer mediators

teach social skills. These lindings are relcranl to the study.of Harper. et al (2008) that a

peer ntediator in Plvll provide benefits to thc sub.iect. nattrelv. (1) provide nrotivation-

(2) feel contfbnable on the attentron rrircrr. (l) a rnodel of behavior. (4) increase

communication betr.veen thent. and (.j) make lcartling a fun actir itr'.



CONCLUSION

Application of PMI effective to improve the child's social skills learning

disabilities in SDN 03 padang Alai. Improved social skills for all items more increased

in TS- then Ky. HL- RA and KA. This is evident from the average frequency for each

item of social skills increased during the inten'ention PMI. Improved social skills lbr

each item from highesr to lo,*,est are the skills: (l) listening (HL), (2) asking questions

(KY), (3) making correction the error itself (TS), (4) asking thankyou (KY), (5) asking

questions (KY), (6) helping friends (TS). (7) discussion (KY), and (8) following the

orders (KY).
Teachers are advised to apply the PMI in other subjects. To lurther research- in

order to examine the effect of the PMI to increase social skills in other categories- in the

new- situation. involving peer mediators of children with special needs and norrnal

children. Suggested to the next researchers also examine the type of PMI as independent

variables separately. to determine the effect of PMI independently to increased social

skills.
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